Leon and Aisha
I can use inverted commas for direct speech.

This is a conversation.

Aisha, I need
your help.

I'm on my
way, Leon.

1. Complete these other conversations with replies for each one.

a)

b)

c)

d)

My favourite ice
cream flavour is
strawberry.

I don’t like going
to bed.

My swimming
lesson was really
tiring today.

I can’t wait for my
birthday party.
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Leon and Aisha
I can use inverted commas for direct speech.

1. Turn these conversations into direct speech sentences.
a)
Aisha, I need
your help.

b)

I'm on my
way, Leon.

My favourite ice
cream flavour is
strawberry.

My favourite is
chocolate.

I don’t like going
to bed.

Neither do I.

c)
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d)

My swimming
lesson was really
tiring today.

So was my
football training.

I can’t wait for my
birthday party.

I’m looking forward
to the bouncy castle.

e)
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Aisha, I need
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I'm on my
way, Leon.
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d)

e)

My swimming
lesson was really
tiring today.

So was my
football training.

I can’t wait for my
birthday party.

I’m looking forward
to the bouncy castle.

Challenge
Instead of a comma, it is possible to use a question mark with inverted commas. For example,
“What is your name?” asked Aisha.
2. Punctuate the following speech sentences.
a) Where is my purse? asked mum.

b) When does it finish? questioned dad.

c) What are we having for lunch? demanded Leon.
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Answers

1. Turn these conversations into direct speech sentences.

“Aisha, I need your help.” “I’m on my way, Leon.”
“My favourite ice cream flavour is strawberry.” “My favourite is chocolate.”
“I don’t like going to bed.” “Neither do I.”
“My swimming lesson was really tiring today.” “So was my football
training.”
e) “I can’t wait for my birthday party.” “I’m looking forward to the bouncy
castle.”
a)
b)
c)
d)

1. Turn these conversations into direct speech sentences.

“Aisha, I need your help.” “I’m on my way, Leon.”
“My favourite ice cream flavour is strawberry.” “My favourite is chocolate.”
“I don’t like going to bed.” “Neither do I.”
“My swimming lesson was really tiring today.” “So was my football
training.”
e) “I can’t wait for my birthday party.” “I’m looking forward to the bouncy
castle.’
a)
b)
c)
d)

2. Punctuate the following speech sentences.
a) “Where is my purse?” asked Mum.
b) “When does it finish?” questioned Dad.
c) “What are we having for lunch?” demanded Leon.
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